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1
Deciding Which Tomatoes to Grow

A

look through any vegetable seed catalog will convince you that the
number of different types of tomatoes available is astounding. How do you
decide which varieties are the best choices for you? If you’re a novice
gardener, start with types that grow well in your area. How hot are your
summers, do you receive much rainfall, and how long is your growing
season? You’ll want to make sure your plants will thrive in your climate and
will mature before cold weather sets in. Do you live so far north that you
might need plants that mature quickly or have to grow your plants in a small
greenhouse?
Then think about how you plan to use your tomatoes. Are you growing
tomatoes to use fresh in salads, do you want to make your own tomato sauce
or juice, or are there young children who would love small tomatoes as finger
food? Some tomatoes are juicy, while others are pulpy. Some plants will grow
tomatoes so large you can cut slices big enough to cover a burger. Then there
are varieties that will yield dozens and dozens of bite-size tomatoes as sweet

as candy.
Once you’ve made practical choices, don’t forget to have some fun. You’ll
find both seeds and plants for tomatoes that grow in a range of colors not
usually seen in supermarket, such as orange, purple, or striped.

Deciding Between Hybrids and Heirlooms
A ll tomato varieties began as wild plants whose properties were shaped over
thousands of years by human selection and cultivation. Ancient gardeners
saved seeds from fruits whose characteristics (or the characteristics of the
parent plant) they preferred. The plants that resulted eventually came to be
known as heirloom varieties. Modern botanists discovered how to crosspollinate different varieties by hand to create plants that would develop
particular traits, although the traits would not reliably pass down through the
seeds of those plants. These were known as hybrid varieties.
Tomato seeds come either from modern hybrid plants that produce
uniformly shaped tomatoes or heirloom plants, which produce fruits that are
more unusual, have interesting flavors, and come in all sorts of sizes, shapes,
and colors.
Hybrid seeds are usually referred to as F1 seeds, which stands for filial 1
or “first children.” They come from plants that have been cross-pollinated by
hand to ensure the resulting seeds take on the best qualities of each plant. The
principle advantage of F1 seeds is they often produce plants that are disease
and pest resistant. If you live where tomato blight is prevalent, buying an F1
variety bred for blight resistance may mean you can grow tomatoes to
maturity. (See pages 76 and 77 for more information on blight.) Other
advantages are that the fruit from hybrid seeds are very uniform in appearance
and flavor and the plants generally produce higher, more consistent yields.
Commercial growers are particularly interested in uniformity and consistency,
as this maximizes the amount of money they can make from their crops.
The downsides of F1 seeds are that the adult plants that grow from these
seeds are frequently sterile and the seeds of hybrid fruits don’t produce the
original strain of the parent hybrid plant. Many gardeners don’t like to grow
F1 strains because they have to buy seeds year after year. To plant a desired
hybrid variety, growers have to purchase more of that variety seed, which is a
great benefit for the seed company but not the grower who prefers to save
seeds from year to year. F1 seeds tend to be more expensive than heirloom
varieties because they’re produced scientifically. Although many F1 varieties

will mature faster than their heirloom cousins, many growers feel that the
flavor of F1 varieties is not as robust.
Many tomato experts will tell you that hybrid tomatoes are bland—
lacking the flavor they’d have from the sugars that develop while they’re left
on the vine—because they’re bred to be picked while green and ripened
during shipping. Hybrids are typically bred for commercial growers to create
high yields of fruits that ripen at more or less the same time, which is what a
commercial grower needs. If you’re growing tomatoes for canning, this might
be beneficial for you, but if you want a steady supply of eating tomatoes,
you’ll be left with a sudden glut you won’t be able to keep up with.
Hybrid plants certainly have their advantages and, in the right
environment, are worth growing. However, in this book we’re going to focus
on heirloom varieties. Heirloom tomatoes have been grown for decades, if not
hundreds of years. They’re especially tasty and are best eaten right out of the
garden—or at least within a few days. Many gardeners like the natural
differences and rich flavor found in heirloom fruit, qualities that are especially
appreciated by experienced growers. For me, the advantages of heirloom
tomatoes are that they come in interesting colors and sizes, and the varieties
have a long and interesting history. Most people don’t think tomatoes come in
any color other than red, so when I serve yellow, orange, black, or striped
tomatoes, people are always impressed and want to know more about them. If
you start cultivating unusual heirlooms, other gardeners will want to strike up
a conversation with you once they see what you’re growing.

Heirloom tomatoes are becoming increasingly popular as more and more
people want to get back to basics and move away from standardization.
Because heirlooms don’t normally travel or store particularly well, you may
never see these varieties in a local supermarket unless it has a specialty
produce section—and then they’ll be quite expensive. Sometimes you can
find them in local farmers’ markets. The tomatoes on an heirloom plant tend

to ripen at different times, which gives you a longer picking season and puts
less pressure on you to store and preserve everything at once.
The seeds for heirlooms are usually cheaper than those for hybrids
because the plants are open-pollinated—pollinated naturally by bees rather
than cross-pollinated by hand. Open-pollination can provide opportunities for
interesting new varieties to develop and allows you to save the seeds for
growing your own plants the following year (see page 83). You can then
breed your own varieties of tomatoes or grow more of the tomatoes you enjoy
without having to spend more money on seeds.
Different varieties of heirloom plants thrive in different conditions; some
like sun, some like cool climates, and some are more disease resistant than
others. If you buy seeds that are grown in your area, there’s a good chance
they’ll be more resistant to local pests and problems. Heirloom tomatoes also
tend to have all the healthful nutritional qualities associated with tomatoes
(see pages 4 to 6) because they haven’t had those qualities bred out of them in
the search for fruit that will be uniform and stand up to commercial
conditions.
My personal preference is for heirloom tomatoes, and I would recommend
them to anyone. The variety, flavor, and enjoyment you’ll get from these
fruits will make growing them well worth your while. For me, there’s
something quite pleasurable about growing purple tomatoes or yellow
tomatoes. Once your friends try your homegrown tomatoes, they’ll be
hooked, and I can guarantee they’ll either be visiting you more during tomato
season or wanting tips on how grow their own!

Grafted tomatoes
You might also find grafted tomato plants in specialty garden shops.
With a grafted tomato, one type of fruiting tomato is grafted onto the
rootstock of a different type. This allows a plant that would normally be
a rambling vine to be grown on a bushy rootstock or for a slow-fruiting
variety to be grown on a rapidly growing rootstock. (The roots will
determine the size of the plant, and the graft will determine the types of
fruit.) The most common grafted plants are tomato varieties with
unusual colors, often black tomatoes.

Selecting a Type
A lthough there are many different varieties of tomatoes, there are just four

different types, which relate to the size of the fruit and the growing pattern of
the plants. All of the different varieties fall into one of these five types.
CLASSIC (SALAD) TOMATOES
These are the tomatoes you’re most familiar with and see most often in
supermarkets. They’re the classic red, round tomatoes that can be used fresh
in salads and for baking, frying, grilling, and other cooked dishes. Classic
tomatoes are the most common varieties grown at home, and there’s a huge
range from which to choose.

CHERRY AND COCKTAIL TOMATOES
Cherry tomatoes are smaller versions of classic tomatoes and are common in
supermarkets. Cocktail tomatoes are slightly larger than cherry tomatoes,
though the two are sometimes sold under the same name. They come in a
number of different colors, including red, orange, yellow, and golden, and
heirloom varieties are available. Sometimes cherry tomatoes are sold while
still on the vine, although most commonly they’re sold in baskets or
containers.

Cherry tomatoes are very sweet, with a concentrated flavor. They’re great

eaten whole and raw and are ideal for salads and lunch boxes. Their size and
flavor make them a favorite with children. You can grill cherry tomatoes
whole or halved, cook with them, or make sauces from them.
PLUM, BABY PLUM, PEAR, AND GRAPE TOMATOES
Plum tomatoes are undoubtedly one of the most popular types for cooking
because they contain more flesh and less water than classic tomatoes. If you
enjoy making your own tomato sauce and ketchup, you’ll enjoy growing
some of these.

Plum tomatoes are oval and very firm, making them ideal for grilling.
They’re also popular for making pizza sauces or for use in pasta dishes.
Because of their growing popularity, more supermarkets are carrying them in
season. Pear tomatoes are a variation on the plum tomato and are more pear
shaped rather than oval. Both pear and plum tomatoes are commonly used in
Italian cuisine because of their thick flesh.

Baby plum tomatoes are a hit with children because they’re sweet, firm,
not too juicy, and easy for small fingers to manage. You’ll often see small
plum tomatoes referred to as grape tomatoes because of their shape.
BEEFSTEAK TOMATOES
Beefsteak (or beef) tomatoes are much larger than salad tomatoes, sometimes

massively so. They can grow to a huge size, weighing in at several pounds
each. They’re ideal for baking whole or stuffed, and there are a variety of
different kinds on the market, including some that are pink and even one
that’s yellow, called Yellow Beefsteak, with a hybrid version called Colossal.

Beefsteak tomatoes can be found at supermarkets and farmers’ markets
but are less common than classic or cherry tomatoes. They used to be only
available in season, but now that they’re grown and shipped all over the
world, you can find them year round. They’re usually sold as single tomatoes.

Vine or truss tomatoes
These are any of the previous types sold while still attached to the
fruiting stem. They’re marketed as fresher and better for you because
they haven’t been detached from the vine. Vine tomatoes have a richer
aroma (because of the attached stem) and strong tomato taste, making
them the choice of many people for salads and cooking. They’re more
expensive than salad tomatoes because it’s more difficult to transport
them without spoilage.

Vine tomatoes can be confused with vine-ripened tomatoes, which
are those that are left to ripen on the plant and picked when they’re ripe.

While this practice does make tomatoes tastier, they become more
perishable and can’t be shipped long distances. In the UK, all tomatoes
are vine-ripened as they don’t have a long way to travel, though
imported tomatoes and some tomatoes sold in the US are picked before
they’re ripe so they can survive the journey to stores without spoiling.
Vine tomatoes need to be left on the vine until you’re ready to use
them; they’ll deteriorate quite quickly when they’re removed from the
stalk. You can keep the end of the stalk in water, which will keep the
fruit moist while it’s stored, but it won’t last this way for long and the
stem can sometimes develop mold.
Many gardeners will grow a few tomato plants from all these types,
depending on their individual preferences. At the very least, try some cherry
tomatoes and classic tomatoes; as you gain experience, you may be tempted
by plums and beefsteaks. Certainly, grow what you eat and enjoy, but
consider being adventurous and try something new for variety. Every year I
grow a variety that’s new to me, especially one I can’t buy at my local
supermarket. Heirloom tomatoes are my favorites because of their taste and
variety of shapes and colors, although occasionally I’ll grow F1 varieties if
I’m looking for a yield that will ripen all at once for canning.

Not All Tomatoes Are Red
M any people are surprised to discover that tomatoes come in a rainbow of
colors and not just red. A browse through any seed catalog will show that
tomatoes come in an incredible range of colors. Different varieties within
each color group have different flavors and other characteristics. In the table
on pages 21 to 26, you’ll find tomatoes of every color listed among the most
popular varieties grown in the US. In the section that follows, I’ll also tell you
about some varieties that might be less familiar or are grown in other areas of
world but that merit attention.
PINK OR RED TOMATOES
These are the types of tomatoes you’re used to seeing on grocery shelves.
They’re also the most common varieties found in garden supply centers.
While you can readily buy these in any supermarket, the taste of a freshly
picked, homegrown tomato is so much better and one of the greatest pleasures
a gardener can experience.
One of the classic favorites is Brandywine. The plants grow huge vines up

to ten feet tall that will bend almost to the ground under the weight of the
fruit. Red Brandywine produces slightly smaller fruits but is much more
disease resistant than the standard Brandywine.
Two varieties that are equally delicious but ripen slightly earlier are
German Johnson and Pruden’s Purple, though the latter is more susceptible to
disease. Anna Russian is a popular oxheart type (slightly pointed at the
bottom) that is well worth trying due to its flavor.
Eva Purple Ball produces fruits the size of a baseball is very disease
tolerant and also quite adaptable to different weather, meaning it’s a great
plant to grow in northern areas. Other varieties that are particularly suited for
cool northern areas are Marianna’s Peace, Crnkovic Yugoslavian, and Aunt
Ginny’s Purple.
By planting early varieties as well as later varieties, you’ll get a steady
crop of tomatoes throughout the growing season. German Red Strawberry,
Vintage Wine (pink with gold streaks), and Marizol Purple are great early
croppers that are full of flavor.
Hybrid tomatoes such as Big Beef, Celebrity, Better Boy, and Mountain
Fresh are widely available and produce large, uniformly shaped fruits. Better
Boy is of particular interest for its disease resistance and the fact that it will
keep on cropping until hit by frost.
BLACK, PURPLE, OR BROWN TOMATOES
These dark tomatoes have become more popular in recent years because of
their color. They’re very tasty and look great in a salad, inspiring interest and
comments whenever they’re served. Typically, the darker the tomatoes are,
the more acidic the flavor.

Cherokee Purple is a very popular tomato with a well-balanced flavor that
is sweet and almost wine-like. It’s naturally disease tolerant and produces an

abundance of fruit quite early in the season. It has deep purple skin, green
marbled flesh, and looks great in a salad when mixed with other colored
tomatoes. Another popular early and tasty tomato is Black Sea Man.
Black Prince is a heavy cropper of greenish-brown tomatoes that are full
of juice and around the size of a tennis ball! These are delicious tomatoes
with a wonderful taste, but they do tend to crack in rainy weather.
Lesser known varieties that are very tasty and heavy croppers include
Ananas Noire and Sara Black, both of which are worth looking for. The seeds
are not common in garden supply stores but are easily found online.
WHITE TOMATOES
White tomatoes tend to be very sweet, though still acidic. Combine these with
other colored tomatoes, and you can have a very full-flavored rainbow salad.
White Wonder has a mild flavor that will balance the heartier taste of
larger tomatoes, though some people say it’s a bit bland. White Queen is
another popular variety with bolder flavor than White Wonder.
White tomatoes tend to be quite rare, as there aren’t many varieties
available. Your best bet is to look for seeds online.
YELLOW OR ORANGE TOMATOES
There’s a plethora of yellow, orange, and even striped tomatoes on the market.
You’ll have to grow most of these from seed, though occasionally you can
find yellow tomato seedlings in specialty garden centers.
Hugh’s is an incredibly popular variety, as it produces lots of giant yellow
tomatoes that are juicy and very tasty. They’re so sweet you can almost eat
them like apples! Yellow Brandywine is a much firmer fruit with a sweet
flavor and good yields. It’s late to ripen and doesn’t appreciate being outside
until the weather is warm. Yellow Brandywine is also a very good variety for
growing in a greenhouse and will thrive in the warmer conditions of an
extended growing season.
Orange Strawberry is a rich, meaty tomato that does well in northern
regions, as it requires a shorter growing season than other tomatoes. Lillian’s
Yellow Heirloom is another tasty tomato that has a high yield and good
disease tolerance.
If you like cherry tomatoes, then Taxi is a great early cropper that starts to
die back when main season varieties are ripening. A larger and later variety is
Mountain Gold, which also is resistant to diseases.

For beefsteak tomato lovers, Azoychka is a delicious yellow heirloom
variety that ripens relatively early in the season. Verna Orange is another good
variety, producing large meaty fruits in great quantity that are perfect for both
eating fresh and cooking.
GREEN TOMATOES
Green tomatoes are another unusual type that will provoke interest and
conversation at your dinner table, especially in a mixed tomato salad. A true
green tomato is not merely an unripe tomato, and beginners can find it
confusing to know when these varieties are ripe. Depending on the variety of
green tomato (virtually all of which have been bred by humans), they can take
on a hint of color from an ancestor plant as they ripen, perhaps becoming
slightly red or yellow. It can be difficult to know when they’re ripe, but unripe
tomatoes are firm, ripe ones have a little give to them, and overripe tomatoes
are very squishy. You might have to get used to the idea of eating a fresh
tomato that’s green, because we’re so conditioned to only eat green tomatoes
if they’ve been cooked.
Green Zebra
A rich, sweet-tasting variety is Green Zebra, which has a rather nice salty
tang. It’s susceptible to blossom end rot, so it needs careful watering. The
Green Zebra prefers slightly cooler climates, being fine somewhere like
Wisconsin, and will struggle in southern states.

Green Zebra

Aunt Ruby’s German Green doesn’t blush yellow like many other green
tomatoes, so you have to check if it’s ripe by giving it a slight squeeze. Green
Giant is a delicious tomato; although it’s a relative newcomer to the market,
it’s proving to be a big winner. It’s a vigorous and prolific fruiter, very
popular with gardeners.
BI-COLOR TOMATOES

There are some very intriguing varieties that come in a range of color
combinations. You’ll find yellow tomatoes with veins of red that are striking
and tasty and make intriguing additions to tomato salads. Some bi-color
tomatoes are orange with dark red stripes, and there are other color varieties
(such as black and orange and green and orange), giving you a nice mix of
different colored tomatoes.
Some of the most popular varieties include the Georgia Streak, Pineapple,
Striped German, and Peppermint, all of which are good growers and tasty.
Peppermint is particularly well suited for cool climates.
There are many different types of tomatoes on the market, and you can
have great fun picking the seeds you want to grow. Many of the more
interesting varieties will not be available as seedlings, so you’ll need to order
them online and germinate them yourself

You can use one of the many specialty plant growers or even find plenty
of interesting, good-quality seeds (see the references on page 113). Whichever
type you decide on, check the instructions on the seed packets, as some of the
more unusual varieties may have specific soil or germination requirements
you’ll need to follow.

Popular Tomato Varieties in the US
T here are a lot of different tomato cultivars, plants that have been grown for
their particular characteristics, and you’ll have hours of fun selecting the ones
you want to grow. Note that tomato plants grow in two forms: determinate
and indeterminate. Determinates are compact bush tomatoes, while
indeterminates are the vining varieties you need to pinch back in order to
remove side shoots (see page 44).
Although you can try to grow almost any tomato in any area, you’ll have

more success and get a better yield if you choose a variety that’s best suited
for your particular area. For instance, growing a variety that likes plenty of
heat will not work in a cool environment unless you’re growing it in a
greenhouse. In the pages that follow, you’ll learn about varieties that are
suited for different climates in the US, as well as varieties that are bred to
resist common tomato diseases or will flourish in baskets or containers.
BEST TOMATOES TO GROW IN THE SOUTH
Tomatoes grown in southern states must be able to withstand hot
temperatures. When tomato plants are exposed to temperatures that are too
warm for them, they’ll often drop their flowers or have problems setting fruit.
The best tomatoes for the South are heat and drought tolerant.
Southerners will often bemoan that “it’s not the heat, it’s the humidity,”
and so it is for tomatoes. High levels of humidity create ideal conditions for
the disease known as blight that’s so very difficult to control and often
shortens the growing season. Both early and late blight are common, more so
in warm, wet summers. The table on pages 21 to 26 will list those varieties
that are blight resistant and should be grown in areas where blight is
prevalent. (See pages 76 and 77 for more information on blight.)
BEST TOMATOES FOR HOT, DRY CLIMATES
Hot, dry climates challenge gardeners not only with drought and high
temperatures but often with high winds and poor quality soils as well.
Fortunately, there are plants that will thrive (or at least survive) under these
conditions. Tomatoes that flower quickly will do well in a desert environment
because they produce fruit that’s ready to pick before temperatures become
extreme and blight sets in. Tomato plants with particularly thick stems are
better at withstanding the wind and exposure that’s common in these hot, dry
environments.
BEST TOMATOES FOR COLDER CLIMATES
If you live in a cool environment, you might think you have to grow tomatoes
in a greenhouse in order to be successful. While this will help you grow some
of the more exotic tomatoes, new varieties have been developed that grow
well in cool areas. If you’re growing tomatoes outside, opt for types that set
fruit in cool temperatures and mature quickly, before winter frost hits.
BLIGHT-RESISTANT TOMATO VARIETIES
Blight is a very common problem that can strike anytime. (For more
information, see pages 76 and 77.) Unfortunately, once you have blight,

you’re unlikely to ever get rid of it. There are two types of blight, early and
late, caused by different types of fungi. Early blight affects the stems and
leaves, so plants don’t produce as much fruit as they should. Late blight can
destroy a plant in just a few days, and you end up with spots or mold on the
fruit and leaves. While blight-resistant tomato varieties are not immune to
early blight or late blight, they have more resilience than other types of
tomatoes, so you’ll have a better chance of cultivating a healthy crop.
Developing blight-resistant tomatoes is big business for agronomists,
especially as more and more areas are affected by blight. Because blight can
decimate a crop, resistant varieties can make or break a commercial tomatogrowing operation. Similarly for the home gardener, growing a variety with
some resistance can make the difference between harvesting some tomatoes
and disposing of diseased plants.
BEST TOMATOES FOR CONTAINERS
Not everyone has the space or optimal soil and sunlight for growing tomatoes
directly in the ground. If you find yourself shy of good garden space,
container gardening could be a viable solution. Most tomato varieties will
work if you have a large enough pot. Some varieties will grow well in
containers that hold at least five gallons, whereas others prefer larger
containers for spreading their roots. The biggest challenge with container
growing is that your plant will have limited access to nutrients and water, so it
will be necessary to water it frequently and feed it regularly.
BEST TOMATOES FOR HANGING BASKETS
Bush and tumbling tomatoes (a type that grows many short stems rather than
long vines) do very well in hanging baskets, which are ideal for people
without the space for large containers. You don’t need to stake tomatoes in
hanging baskets, as the foliage will just tumble over the edges and hang
down. Shallow-rooted varieties do best in this type of container.
BEST VARIETIES TO GROW IN THE US
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